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Characterization of magnetically accelerated flyer plates
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and T. A. Mehlhorn
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~Received 2 October 2002; accepted 19 December 2002!

The intense magnetic field generated by the 20 megaampere Z machine@R. B. Spielmanet al., Phys.
Plasmas5, 2105 ~1998!# at Sandia National Laboratories is being used as a pressure source for
material science studies. An application we have studied in great detail involves using the intense
magnetic field to accelerate flyer plates~small metal disks! to very high velocities~.20 km/s! for
use in shock loading experiments. We have used highly accurate velocity interferometry
measurements~error ;1%! in conjunction with one-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic~MHD!
simulation to elucidate details of the flyer dynamics. One-dimensional MHD simulations are able to
produce experimental results with a high degree of accuracy, thereby revealing otherwise
unobtainable, but useful information about magnetically accelerated flyers on Z. Comparisons of
simulation results with time-resolved measurements of velocity from a shock loading experiment
involving a 925mm aluminum flyer are presented. Results show that Joule heating related to
magnetic diffusion constrains the minimum possible initial thickness of a flyer. ©2003 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1554740#
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I. INRODUCTION

The intense magnetic field generated by the Z mach1

at Sandia National laboratories is being used as a pres
source for material science studies.2–5 The machine can de
liver up to 20 megaamperes~MA ! of current to a short-
circuited load in 200 nanoseconds~ns!, which generates a
peak magnetic field in the megagauss~MG! range. An appli-
cation we have studied in great detail involves using
intense magnetic field to accelerate flyer plates~small metal
disks! to very high velocities6 for use in shock loading ex
periments. The flyer plate is allowed to collide with a targ
which generates a shock in the target material. Meas
ments of the flyer velocity and the shock speed in the m
rial are used in conjunction with the conservation equati
for shocks~i.e., the Rankine–Hugoniot jump conditions!7 to
obtain the density, pressure, and internal energy of the m
rial. In this way, a 1.0 cm diameter, 0.085 cm thick alum
num ~Al ! flyer plate was accelerated to 21 km/s to obta
state-of-the-art equation of state~EOS! data of deuterium for
pressures up to 700 kilobars~kbar!.5

The shock generated in the target material must rem
steady for a sufficient time in order to use the shock con
vation equations in conjunction with the measurements
obtain accurate EOS data. This requires that the flyer mo
be ballistic at impact. In addition, extraction of EOS da
from measurements is simplified if the collision betwe
flyer and target is symmetric. In this case flyer and tar
materials are identical, which requires that some fraction
flyer material~on the target side! remain at solid density a
impact. Whether this can be accomplished or not depend
a number of factors including flyer thickness, material, a
current drive. The flyer material is significantly modified b
Joule heating associated with the accelerating magnetic fi
At impact the flyer may be comprised of solid, liquid, bo
1091070-664X/2003/10(4)/1092/8/$20.00
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ing, and plasma regions. The characteristics of the sh
~e.g., magnitude and duration! generated in the target ar
dependent on the condition of the flyer plate at impact, wh
in turn depends on details of the pressure drive. Hence,
important to know the state of the flyer when it impacts t
target, which cannot be measured explicitly. However, t
information in addition to the drive pressure history is co
tained implicitly in the ensemble of measurements taken
shock loading experiment,3,5 and can be extracted from
sufficiently accurate computational analysis of the da
Magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! simulation may provide the
most practical way to account for the many coupled, tim
dependent, nonlinear phenomena involved.

We present results from one-dimensional~1D! MHD
simulations of shock loading experiments that produce
measured velocities with a high degree of accuracy. The
cellent agreement between the measured and simulated
locities indicates that the flyer dynamics predicted by
calculations are physically realistic. Detailed comparisons
MHD simulations with experiment confirm that the collisio
between flyer and target is symmetric for the case inve
gated, and reveals an accurate density profile for the flye
addition, simulations elucidate details of time-depend
phenomena occurring within the flyer~e.g., shock formation,
Joule heating, and reverberations! that produce the precis
form of the measured velocity.

II. 1-D MHD SIMULATIONS AND COMPARISON WITH
EXPERIMENT

A 2D cross section of a typical flyer configuration~shock
physics load! used on Z is shown schematically in Fig. 15

The actual geometry is 3D, with a similar cross section in
plane perpendicular to the figure. The magnetic press
(PB5B2/2m0) initiates stress waves in the electrode mate
2 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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1093Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 4, April 2003 Characterization of magnetically accelerated flyer plates
that compress the anode~A! and cathode~K!. This causes the
AK gap @void ~V! between the anode and the cathode# to
increase. The flyer~F! moves independently of the surroun
ing anode without losing electrical contact after the init
stress wave releases from the front@target ~T!# side of the
flyer, and returns to the back~magnetic drive! side. The mag-
netic force (JÃB) accelerates the flyer to peak velocity
approximately 0.3 cm, after which time it impacts the targ
The region simulated~R! is bounded by the dashed line
Fig. 1.

Measurements indicate that the flyer can become bo
in the plane of Fig. 1~with ends farther from the target tha
the center!, which could possibly cause important 2D effec
Bowing is caused by nonuniformity in the magnetic press
across the plane of the flyer, which depends significantly
load geometry. Three-dimensional electromagnetic sim
tion of a typical load shows that the magnetic field initia
varies by less than 0.5% over the central 60% of the fl
surface. In addition, a quantitative measurement of bow
indicates that the central 0.2 cm of a 21 km/s, Al flyer
mained planar at impact with the target. This provides
impetus for using 1D simulation to model the problem.

The configuration used for 1D simulations is show
schematically in Fig. 2. As in the experiment, the target~T! is
comprised of a 0.1 cm thick Al impact plate abutted agai
a lithium fluoride~LiF! window. The Al flyer ~F! is 0.0925
cm thick. LiF is used for the window in part because it
transparent to the VISAR laser. In addition, the shock imp
ance~density3shock speed! of LiF is similar to that of Al.
Consequently, LiF provides a well-matched interface
shock transmission across the Al/LiF interface~i.e., there is
negligible reflection of a shock wave at this surface!.

One-dimensional Eulerian simulations were perform

FIG. 1. Cross section of 3D flyer configuration used in shock loading
periments. Anode~A! and cathode~K! are attached in a short circuit at th
top of the figure. The flyer~F! is formed by boring out anode material t
obtain a desired thickness. The flyer is accelerated across void~V! and
impacts a target~T!. The directions of the surface current density~J! and
magnetic field~B! are indicated by arrows. A dashed line bounds the 1
simulation region~R!.
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using the finite element, arbitrary Lagranagian–Euleri
MHD code ALEGRA.8 MHD equations for a compressibl
material ~e.g., see Ref. 9! with strength~e.g., see Ref. 10!
were solved. Although the yield strength of Al is approx
mately 2.8 kilobars~Kbar!, strength effects are negligible i
this problem because the pressures involved are on the o
of megabars~Mbar!.

An EOS valid for a wide range of pressures (P<537
Mbar!, densities~r<50.0 g/cm3) and temperatures (T<1.0
3105 Kelvin! was used for Al,11 in addition to models for
the thermal and electrical conductivities.12 Density and inter-
nal energy are used in the EOS to obtain pressure and
perature. The density and temperature are used in the
ductivity model to obtain electrical and therm
conductivities. The form of Ohm’s law used inALEGRA is
JY5s(EY 1vY 3BY ),whereJY is the current density,s the elec-
trical conductivity,EY the resistive electric field,BY the applied
magnetic field, andvY the material velocity.

ALEGRA includes artificial viscosity, which broaden
shock fronts. To ensure resolution of shocks 50 zones
used across the flyer and 54 across the Al impact plate, w
similar resolution in the LiF. One zone is used in they di-
rection.

The cathode is included only as a fixed conducti
boundary~left-hand boundary in Fig. 2! from which to input
the magnetic field, which is given byB5m0I (t)/S. Due to
the 1D nature of the simulation, the drive current@ I (t)# and
the magnetic field scale factorS are free parameters. Neve
theless, a measured waveform was used forI (t), and a value
of S54.5 cm was calculated for the actual experimental c
figuration using hydrodynamically static, 3D electromagne
simulation. The drive current measurement is much less
curate than the velocity measurements~10% vs 1%! so slight
adjustments were made to the current waveform to prod
good agreement with the experiment, thereby determin
the actual drive pressure history. TheI (t) used in the simu-
lations and corresponding magnetic pressure@PB(t)# are
shown in Fig. 3.

In the experiment, VISAR measurements are used to

-

FIG. 2. Schematic of 1D simulation configuration~region R in Fig. 1!. The
flyer ~F! material is Al. The target~T! is comprised of an Al impact plate
abutted against a LiF window. The flyer also functions as the anode.
left-hand boundary of the figure is the cathode, which is used to input
driving magnetic field.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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1094 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 4, April 2003 Lemke et al.
termine the time-dependent velocities of the flyer~front! sur-
face, and the Al/LiF interface.3–5 Motion of the Al/LiF inter-
face is induced by passage of the shock generated whe
flyer collides with the target. Consequently, the velocity
the Al/LiF interface represents a signature of the collis
between flyer and target, and contains time-integrated in
mation pertaining to the spatial profiles of flyer kinetic e
ergy and density at impact.~When the shock pressure
greater than;1.5 Mbar compression of the LiF window
causes it to become opaque, which precludes a measure
of the interface velocity.! The time-dependent flyer velocit
contains the integrated pressure drive history. Producing b
of these signals with MHD simulation implies that both t
pressure~current! drive history and flyer density~in addition
to many other quantities! are physically realistic. In fact, if
the pressure drive was not known, accurate simulation
conjunction with the velocity measurements could be use
produce it.

Measurements of the flyer surface velocity and Al/L
interface velocity vs time are compared with simulation
sults in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. The measurement error is on th
order of 1% for both velocities. The agreement betwe
simulation and experiment is excellent, which provides e
dence for the validity of the physics models used inALEGRA,
and implies that the ensemble of simulation results is rea
tic. In what follows simulation results are used in conjun
tion with an approximate, but straightforward, analytic
analysis to~1! elucidate the phenomena that determine
precise structure of the measured velocity waveforms,
~2! show that the structure of the measured Al/LiF interfa
velocity implies a symmetric collision.

If the flyer is assumed to be a solid body and magne
diffusion is slow compared to the acceleration time then
flyer velocity is found by integratingr0D(dv/dt)5PB(t),
wherer0 is the flyer material density,D the flyer thickness,
v(t) the velocity, andt the time. LettingI (t)5I 0f (t) and
performing the integration yields

v~ t !5
m0

2r0D S I 0

SD 2E
0

t

f ~ t8!2dt8, ~1!

wheref (t)is the time-dependent current waveform in Fig.

FIG. 3. Current and pressure histories that produce measured flyer
velocities using 1D MHD simulation.
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Equation ~1! does not account for details associated w
stress wave propagation through the flyer; therefore, it c
not produce the precise structure in the flyer velocity wa
form @Fig. 4~a!#. However, under the previous assumptions
does provide an accurate approximation for the final veloc
and shows the correct dependence on the peak currentI 0 and
magnetic field scale factorS. For the Al flyer at hand, and
using the current waveform in Fig. 3, the peak velocity a
function of peak current is given byv f532.7I 0

2 with I 0 in
MA and v f in m/s. LettingI 0515.1 MA yieldsv f57.5 km/s,
which is about 12% lower than the measured and simula
values. The difference is due to Joule heating-induced a
tion, which increases the flyer velocity on average by 10%
15% in the current range 15–25 MA.

The magnetic pressure applied to the flyer surface
duces a stress wave that propagates through the flyer to
the front. For a thick enough flyer the stress wave shocks
and causes a steep initial rise in the flyer velocity when
reaches the front surface. This event occurs at 2.69ms in Fig.
4~a!. For moderately strong shock pressures~;Mbar and
greater! an approximate expression for the magnitude of

ate

FIG. 4. ~a! Comparison of simulated and measured flyer velocity. The ini
step in velocity is due to shock formation in the flyer, and is proportiona
the peak current. Multiple transits of the pressure wave through the fl
creates a distinct reverberation.~b! Comparison of simulated and measure
Al/LiF interface velocity, which is induced through the collision of the fly
with the target. The feature marked by the number 1 is shown in the tex
be indicative of a symmetric collision between flyer and target, which
plies that some fraction of flyer material remains at solid density at imp
The large kink in the measurement of the Al/LiF interface velocity@at 3.43
ms in Fig. 4~b!# cannot be produced in 1D simulations, and is likely due
release waves that originate at lateral edges of the target and reach the
late in time~i.e., 2D effects!.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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1095Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 4, April 2003 Characterization of magnetically accelerated flyer plates
velocity step can be derived. In this case an approxim
expression for the shock velocity that is consistent with e
pirical data is given by7

Us5a1bup , ~2!

wherea is the speed of sound in the uncompressed mate
and up is the material velocity induced by passage of t
shock. For Al,a55.35 km/s andb51.34. An expression for
the material velocity is obtained from the jump condition f
pressure across the shock front,7

P5r0Usup . ~3!

The form of Eq.~3! is obtained assuming that the pressu
behind the shock is much greater than the pressure in fron
it, and that the unshocked material velocity is 0. Substitut
Eq. ~2! into Eq.~3!, letting P5PB , and solving forup yields

up5
1

2b SAa214b
PB

r0
2aD . ~4!

By the conservation of momentum, the shock impart
velocity to the flyer surface given byus52up . For magnetic
pressures above a few hundred Kbar, the second term u
the radical sign of Eq.~4! is much greater thana. In this case,
an approximate expression for the amplitude of the ini
step in the flyer surface velocity is given by

us5S I 0

SDA2m0

br0
2

a

b
. ~5!

Equation ~5! shows that for moderately strong shocks t
initial step in the flyer surface velocity is proportional to th
peak applied current. Using values of 15.1 MA for the pe
current and 2.7 g/cm3 for the density of cold aluminum, Eq
~5! yieldsus54.85 km/s for the initial step-up in flyer veloc
ity, which is consistent with the measured and simulated
sults in Fig. 4~a!. In this case the maximum magnetic field
the flyer surface is 4.2 MG, which yieldsPB50.7 Mbar for
the peak drive pressure.

The shock that causes the initial jump in the flyer surfa
velocity must reflect from this surface in a way that keeps
total pressure equal to 0~the void pressure!. This generates a
rarefaction~release! wave that propagates with the Lagran
ian sound speedUr through the compressed material towa
the back~drive side! of the flyer.Ur is related to the hydro-
dynamic pressure and material velocity7 as follows: r0Ur

5dP/dup . Using Eqs.~2! and~3! in the previous expressio
yields

Ur5a12bup , ~6!

for the speed of the release wave. When the latter reache
drive side a new stress wave whose magnitude is determ
by the value of the magnetic field at that time is genera
and moves into the flyer. Hence, when the rise time of
current waveform is on the order of the round trip tran
time for the initial compression and release waves,D(1/Us

11/Ur), a reverberation of significant amplitude can occ
resulting in a second step in velocity and recompression
the flyer. This is exemplified in Fig. 4~a!.
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The flyer density, magnetic pressure, and hydrodyna
pressure are plotted as functions of position in Fig. 5 for t
stages of the reverberation. The flyer material is eviden
significantly modified at these times due to the combinat
of Joule heating and compression. Figure 5~a! is a snapshot
at t52.83ms, which corresponds to the time that the relea
wave has reduced the pressure at the magnetic bounda
its minimum value. This creates a local minimum in the pre
sure that is evident in Fig. 5~a! at positionX0;0.84 cm. The
total pressure is dominated by magnetic to the left ofX0 and
hydrodynamic to the right of it.X0 defines the boundary a
which the recompression~reverberation! wave is launched.
The amplitude of the recompression wave is determined
the value of the magnetic pressure atX0, which is why it has
been referred to as the magnetic boundary. For the cas
hand PB;150 Kbar. The recompression wave reaches
peak amplitude~P;150 kbar! at t52.91 ms. Conditions at
this time are shown in Fig. 5~b!. The front of the recompres
sion wave is at the flyer surface and is starting to increase
velocity. This is evident in Fig. 4~a!.

From the standpoint of pressure wave propagation,X0

defines the effective back surface of the flyer and determ
an effective thicknessDeff , which may not correspond to th

FIG. 5. Snapshots of flyer density, magnetic pressure, and hydrodyn
pressure at~a! time52.83ms, and~b! time52.91ms. In ~a! the release wave
has reduced the pressure at the drive surface to a local minimum, w
occurs atX050.84 cm. The reverberation wave originates atX0, and its
peak amplitude is determined by the value of the magnetic field at
location. The fully developed wave is shown in~b!.
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1096 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 4, April 2003 Lemke et al.
thickness of flyer material at solid density. In what follows
is shown that~1! Deff corresponds to the distance behind t
front of the flyer where pressure waves reflect~the magnetic
boundary! or release, and~2! Deff corresponds to the actua
flyer thickness only when the entire flyer remains at so
density (r052.7 g/cm3) at impact. A graphical illustration o
the collision between flyer and target is used to obtain
expression forDeff . The analysis is used in conjunction wit
the measurements in Fig. 4 to estimateDeff , and to show that
some fraction of the flyer must remain at solid density wh
it collides with the target.

The dynamics of the collision between flyer and targ
are illustrated graphically in Fig. 6, which depicts the co
sion in a Lagrangian frame of reference whose origin is
the impact plane. It is assumed that the collision is symm
ric; that is, flyer and target materials are identical. At t
moment of impact, shocks are generated at the impact p
that move into both flyer and target with speedUs . The
shock in the flyer unloads at the locationDeff , which gener-
ates a rarefaction wave that moves with Lagrangian so
speedUr in the direction of the LiF window. Equations~2!
and ~6! show thatUs,Ur ; consequently, the rarefactio
wave eventually catches up to the shock moving through
target. After this occurs the shock is unsteady. In Fig. 6 i
assumed that the shock and rarefaction waves merge in
LiF.

As is shown in Fig. 6, when the shock crosses the Al/L
interface~at time ts) the latter moves to the right with con
stant velocity~the material velocityup) for a time Dt until
the rarefaction wave catches up to it. Knowledge ofup and
Dt can be used to determineDeff . Let td represent the dura

FIG. 6. Graphical illustration of collision between flyer and target in
Lagrangian reference frame whose origin~x50! is at the impact plane. Tar
get and flyer are assumed to be A1. The duration of constant pressure ax50
is the dwell time (td). Shock waves emanate fromx50 and move into the
target and flyer with speedUs . The shock wave in the flyer releases
locationDeff . The resulting rarefaction wave moves toward the Al/LiF i
terface with Lagrangian sound speedUr , which is greater thanUs . As
shown, the two waves merge in the LiF. When the shock transits the Al
interface~at time ts) it induces a velocity to the right that remains consta
for a timeDt until the rarefaction wave catches up to it. The shock imp
ance of LiF is similar to that of Al; therefore it is assumed that reflection
the Al/LiF interface are negligible. The velocity measurements in Fig
provide values forDt and the magnitude of the constant interface veloc
These are used to assess whether or not the collision is symmetric a
calculateDeff .
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tion ~dwell time! of the collision at the target–flyer interface
and letDt(50.1 cm! denote the target thickness. It is cle
from Fig. 6 thattd1Dt /Ur5ts1Dt,td5Deff(1/Us11/Ur),
and ts5Dt /Us . Combining these equations yields

Deff5Dt

~Ur2Us!

~Ur1Us!
1Dt

UsUr

~Ur1Us!
, ~7!

with Us andUr given as functions ofup by Eqs.~2! and~6!,
respectively. The material velocity (up) and Dt can be ob-
tained from the measurements shown in Fig. 4.

In a symmetric collision the material velocity (up) in-
duced by the resulting shocks can be obtained graphically
plotting the Hugoniots for both flyer and target. The latter a
obtained by substituting Eq.~2! into Eq. ~3!, which yields

PH5r0~a1bup!up . ~8!

Equation~8! expresses the relationship between mate
velocity and pressure behind a shock front, and is plotted
Fig. 7 for both the Al flyer and A1 target. The flyer velocit
at impact time is the peak velocity in Fig. 4~a!, ;8.5 km/s.
The intersection of the Hugoniots marks the impact po
which gives the shock pressure and material velocity ass
ated with the collision; these are, respectively,;1.3 Mbar
andup54.25 km/s. Evidently the material velocity induce
in a symmetric collision is exactly one-half the velocity
the impactor.~Figure 7 shows that this cannot be true if th
density of material at the front of the flyer is not solid!
Using the previous value ofup in Eqs. ~2! and ~6! yields
Us511.04 km/s andUr516.74 km/s.

The timeDt is obtained from a measurement of the A
LiF interface velocity@Fig. 4~b!#. We clarify this with a less
complicated simulation problem in which a constant veloc
Al flyer undergoes a symmetric collision with a target ide
tical to that of the experiment. The geometry is exactly li
that shown in Fig. 2, but there is no magnetic drive. In t
absence of a magnetic field the flyer thickness at impac
well defined, and can be controlled. The constant flyer vel
ity is 8.5 km/s, which is equal to the impact velocity me

F

-
t

.
to

FIG. 7. Graphical illustration of a symmetric collision between A1 flyer a
A1 target using shock Hugoniots. Shock pressure is plotted vs mat
velocity. The collision causes the flyer material to slow down and tar
material to speed up by exactly one-half the flyer velocity at impact. T
Rayleigh line connects the initial and final states and the slopeur0Usu. The
latter indicates how the post-collision pressure and material velocity
pends on material density and shock speed.
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sured in the magnetically accelerated flyer experiment@Fig.
4~a!#. To determine the effect of flyer thickness onDt, thick-
ness of 400 and 800mm were used. The resulting interfac
velocities for these two cases are plotted vs time in Fig
The timeDt evidently decreases with decreasing flyer thic
ness. In the 400mm caseDt;28.04 ns, and in the 800mm
caseDt;88.53 ns. Using these values ofDt, and the previ-
ous values forUs andUr in Eq. ~7! yieldsDeff5391mm and
Deff5794 mm, which are in good agreement with the actu
flyer thicknesses used in the two cases. Hence, in the ca
a solid density, constant velocity flyer Eq.~7! provides an
accurate estimate of the actual flyer thickness.

Returning to the case of the magnetically accelerated
flyer plate, inspection of Fig. 4~b! shows that the measure
interface velocity initially rises to;4.25 km/s, which is one-
half of the peak flyer velocity, and remains at this value
;6.5 ns. Therefore, the collision is symmetric and so
fraction of the flyer plate was at solid density when it im
pacted the Al target. SubstitutingDt;6.5 ns, and the previ
ous values forUs andUr in Eq. ~7! yieldsDeff5248mm. In
this case,Deff can be compared with an accurate flyer dens
profile at impact determined by simulation, which shows t
the previous value ofDeff is greater than the thickness o
solid density material.

Figure 9 shows a snapshot of the simulated flyer den
vs position just before it impacts the Al part of the targ
~t53.1ms! in the magnetically driven problem. The temper
ture and magnetic field in the flyer are superimposed on
plot of density in Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!, respectively. Noting
that Al melts and boils at temperatures of 933 and 2723
respectively, it is evident from Fig. 9~a! that at impact the
flyer consists of solid, liquid, boiling, and vaporized regio
of A1. These phase transitions are marked by the numbe
~solid–liquid!, 2 ~liquid–boiling!, and 3~boiling–vapor!. It
is clear from the figure that approximately 140mm ~0.014

FIG. 8. A plot of simulated Al/LiF interface velocity vs time for the sim
plified problem in which a solid density, Al flyer with constant velocity 8
km/s undergoes a symmetric collision with an Al/LiF target. The configu
tion is identical to that of Fig. 2, but there is no magnetic field involved
the entire flyer remains solid until impact. Interface velocities are plotted
flyer thicknesses of 400 and 800mm. In each case the interface veloci
rises to approximately one-half the flyer velocity and remains constant f
time Dt, which is indicative of a symmetric collision. The timeDt evidently
decreases with decreasing flyer thickness. In the 400mm caseDt;28.04 ns,
andDt;88.53 ns in the 800mm case.
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cm or 15%! of flyer material remains at solid density, whic
is consistent with the interpretation of the velocity measu
ments in Fig. 4~i.e., collision was symmetric!. However, in
contrast to the solid density, constant velocity flyer proble
the calculated value ofDeff5248 mm is much greater than
the thickness of solid Al at impact, which implies that th
unloading boundary~see Fig. 6! is in the liquid region of the
flyer ~density52.56 g/cm3), 108mm behind the solid–liquid
transition.

A side effect of using magnetic pressure to accelera
metallic flyer plate to high velocity is that Joule heating a
sociated with diffusion of the magnetic field into the fly
substantially heats the material, thereby producing a laye
flyer comprised of solid, liquid, boiling, and vaporized r
gions, as shown in Fig. 9~a!. The solid–liquid transition
marks the point to which significant magnetic field has d
fused into the flyer. Comparisons of Figs. 9~a! and 9~b! show
that the material temperature in the flyer increases
;30 000 K behind the location of the solid–liquid transitio

-

r

a

FIG. 9. Snapshots of simulated density and temperature~a!, and density and
magnetic field~b! in the Al flyer ~F! just before it impacts the target~T!.
Using the known values of the melting and boiling temperatures of Al,
location of solid–liquid and liquid–boiling phase transitions can be de
mined. In addition, the decrease in temperature atx51.01 cm indicates the
boiling–vapor/plasma transition. These phase transitions are marked i~a!
using the numbers 1, 2, and 3, respectively. On the target side, app
mately 140mm ~0.014 cm! of the flyer material is in the solid state~density
52.7 g/cm3!. ~b! shows that the solid–liquid transition marks the point
the flyer to which significant magnetic fields has diffused.
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which is well correlated with increasing values of the ma
netic field. If the flyer is too thin, or the acceleration time t
long, Joule heating can destroy the entire flyer. Hence,
magnetic diffusion rate constrains the minimum flyer thic
ness, which can be quantified using simulation results.

One-dimensional simulations in which the peak curr
(I 0) was varied up to a maximum value of 25.5 MA sho
that the stress wave induced in the Al flyer is faster than
magnetic diffusion rate (RB) in general. This is illustrated in
Fig. 10~a! for I 0522.0 MA. Figure 10~a! is a plot of the
location of the stress wave and magnetic diffusion fronts i
Lagrangian frame of reference attached to a 925mm thick Al
flyer. Hence, the velocity with which these fronts move
ward the front of the flyer are relative to an observer tha
stationary in the flyer. A pressure of 1 Kbar was used to m
the front of the stress wave, and a magnetic field of 2 K
defined the diffusion front. The stress wave is tracked u
just before it reaches the front surface of the flyer. The d
fusion front is followed until just before the flyer collide
with the target. The velocity of the stress wave is clea
greater than the diffusion rate, which guarantees that J
heating does not destroy the flyer before it starts to mov

FIG. 10. ~a! Locations of hydrodynamic pressure wave and magnetic di
sion front vs time in a Lagrangian reference frame of a 0.0925 cm thick
flyer ~i.e., relative to an observer that is stationary with respect to the fly!.
Results were obtained using a peak drive current of 22.0 MA. Evidently
accelerating pressure wave moves into the flyer faster than the diffu
front. ~b! Diffusion rate vs peak drive current showing a linear relations
between these parameters for peak currents in the range 15<I 0<25 MA.
The diffusion rate is the slope of a straight line fit to the location of
diffusion front vs time for each current.
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An average diffusion rate (RB) for the duration of a
current pulse is defined as the slope of a straight line fit to
location of the diffusion front vs time for a given peak cu
rent. Figure 10~b! is a plot ofRB vs I 0 for peak currents in
the range 12<I 0<25.5 MA. The diffusion rate evidently in-
creases linearly with peak drive current in the range 15<I 0

<25.5 MA. For peak currents in this rangeRB50.10I 0

10.22 ~mm/ms!, whereI 0 is in MA. To ensure that the flyer
arrives at the target with some material unaffected by
magnetic field, the initial flyer thickness~D! must be greater
than Dmin5RBta , whereta is the time it takes to accelerat
the flyer to the target. Alternatively, magnetic diffusio
places a requirement onta for a givenD.

The desired accuracy of the VISAR measurement, wh
depends on the dwell time (td) of the collision, puts an ad-
ditional constraint onDmin . Let tdmin represent the minimum
dwell time that achieves a certain measurement accur
Then the minimum initial thickness of flyer material th
ensures measurement accuracy and accounts for the effe
Joule heating is given approximately by

Dmin5
UsUr

~Us1Ur !
tdmin1RBta . ~9!

Equation~9! shows thatDmin is determined by materia
properties, experimental accuracy, and Joule heating effe
As an example, we estimate the value ofDmin required to
accelerate an Al flyer to 20 km/s over a 0.3 cm gap usin
peak current of 21.5 MA, and achieve a measurement a
racy of '1%. The diffusion rate for this current@Fig. 10~b!#
is 2.35 mm/ms. Using an average velocity of 15 km/s acro
the gap~obtained from a related simulation withS53.65 cm!
yields ta5200 ns. Typically,tdmin;30 ns for the desired ac
curacy. The shock physics considerations discussed ab
are used to getUs518.75 km/s andUr532.15 km/s. Substi-
tuting the appropriate values into Eq.~9! yields
Dmin50.0825 cm ~825 mm!. Fifty-seven percent of this
thickness is used to prevent significant levels of magn
field from diffusing into the front 43% of the flyer during th
acceleration time.

III. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Given an accurate current to drive the problem, the a
ity of 1D MHD simulations to accurately produce the expe
mental results contained herein depends on whether or
the relevant physics models have been included, and on
fidelity of those models. Our initial 1D simulations could n
produce both of the measured velocities in Fig. 4 simu
neously~i.e., one or the other would be different from th
measurement by a significant amount!. Research indicated
that the simulated velocity waveforms are particularly sen
tive to the behavior of the electrical conductivity that a giv
model produces at the metal–insulator transition in the fl
material~e.g., aluminum!.

The model of Lee and More~which contains extensive
physics!13 yields a large value~factor of 2 above measure
value! of electrical conductivity for solid A1, which persiste
through the metal–insulator transition. This resulted in
slow diffusion rate, a lower flyer velocity in general~relative
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on
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to measurements!, and too much Al at solid density at impa
with the target. A model based on Lee–More~called LMD14!
that accurately fit measurements of Al electrical conductiv
in the solid and expanded~warm, dense! regimes produced
low values of electrical conductivity after the meta
insulator transition. This resulted in flyers that were, at be
completely melted at impact with the target, in contrast
what velocity measurements indicated.

Quantum molecular dynamics~QMD! simulations based
on density functional theory were used to investigate
behavior of the electrical conductivity of dense liqu
aluminum.12 As is shown in Fig. 11 for Al at a temperature o
2000 K, the QMD model yields larger values of electric
conductivity after the metal–insulator transition than do
the aforementioned LMD model. Simulations that used
QMD corrected model of electrical conductivity proved to
the most accurate.

One-dimensional MHD simulations of shock loading e
periments that employed the QMD corrected model of el
trical conductivity produced the measured velocities with
high degree of accuracy. The excellent agreement betw
the measured and simulated velocities indicates that the
dynamics predicted by the calculations are physically rea
tic. Detailed comparisons of MHD simulation with exper
ment confirm that the collision between flyer and target
symmetric for the case investigated, and reveals an accu
density profile for the flyer. Analysis shows that this resu
in steady shock generation, which validates the use of c

FIG. 11. A comparison of electrical conductivity vs density at temperat
2000 K, as obtained from quantum QMD simulation~dashed line with sym-
bols!, and the LMD model~solid line!. The vertical step marks the me
transition. Simulations that used the QMD conductivity model accura
produce both measured velocities in Fig. 4.
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servation equations for shocks in determining EOS data fr
velocity measurements. Furthermore, simulation res
show that the accelerating magnetic field does not co
pletely burn through the flyer, thereby rendering it useless
EOS experiments. It was shown that magnetic diffusion c
strains the minimum initial thickness of the flyer, which mu
increase as peak current is increased to obtain ultrahigh
locities ~.20 km/s! without Joule heating destroying the e
tire flyer. In addition, simulations show that the precise fo
of the measured flyer velocity is determined by details
time-dependent phenomena occurring within the flyer, s
as shock formation, Joule heating, and reverberations.
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